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Identification of the sample of monetary restitution and 
community service projects to include in the National Assess
ment of Adult Restitution Programs is the first major 
milestone for this research. This Preliminary Report I 
describes the procedures. used to identify the universe of 
projects considered for this study, the criteria used to 
recommend a sample for the study, specific recommendations 
regarding the sample, and provides summary information for 
all projects included in the universe. 

BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this study is to do a state of the art. summary 
and to develop operational models of criminal justice pro
grams which place an explicit emphasis upon the use of monetary 

- restitution or community service as sanctions for adult 
offenders. Monetary restitution refers to a sanction proposed 
by an authorized official within the criminal justice system 
in which an adult offender is required to make a payment of 
money to the victim of the crime to reimburse the victim for 
losse's resulting from the offender's crime. Community service 
rerers to a requ~rement imposed on an adult offender as a 
part of the sanction for their offense which requires the 
offender to provide a specified number of hours of unpaid 
servicetoagovernmental agency, community organization, or 
charity. 

The nse of monetary resti tu tion and community service \<Ji thin 
American criminal justice has occurred in two general ways. 
First, there are fairly widespread illustrations of the use 
of monetary restitution or community service as a condition 
of probation. These requirements have likely been used as 
probation conditions since probation was established in the 
United States. Unfortunately, however, there is no readily 
available source of data to indicate the extent to which 
restitution and community service are used as probation 
conditions either across or within jurisdictions. Further, 
the blatant lack of attention to these practices in the 
probation literature suggest that the use has not been 
widespread or, if widespread, that monetary restitution and 
community service have not been generally acceptable to 
correction staff as integral to probation work. When used 
as a condition of probation both restitution and community ser
vice appear to have been peripheral requirements; there ~s 
no evidence that they playa very central role in either 
probation ideology or practice. A second general way in 
which restitution and community service have been implemented 
in American criminal justice commensed in the late 1960's 
and early 1970's as a series of projectsL frequently funded 
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with LEAA money, which were established with the explicit pur
pose of demonstrating or utilizing restitution or community 
service as sanctions for adult offenders. The Minnesota 
Resti tution Center, established in 1972, was .the first of the 
special projects which placed an explicit emphasis on mone
tary restitution. In the late 1960's and early 1970's a 
series of projects were established, mainly in California, 
which required misdemeanant offenders to engage in community 
serivce as an alternative to fines or jail sentences. An 
additional development, affecting U. S. corrections, was 
community service orders program in Great Britain which.w~s 
established in 1972 in an effort to reduce penal and Ja~l 
populations by providing an alternative sentence option to 
courts. These monetary restitution and community service 
projects differ from the use of restitution or community 
service as a probation condition in as much as they frequently 
involve specialized staff, were implemented as special 
programs, and placed an explicit emphasis on the use of 
restitution and/or community service. 

A state in the art review of monetary restitution and community 
serVice programs and the development of operational, testable 
models for these programs is most feasible and useful in 
relation to projects which explicitly stress these practices 
rather than those in which monetary restitution or community 
service might be a peripheral requirement. For this reason, 
an initial decision was made to limit the universe to pro-
jects which place an explicit emphasis upon the use of.monet~ry 
restitution or community service and to drop from cons~derat~on 
probation programs and others in which restitution or community 
service might be attached as a peripheral condition. Generally, 
projects were not considered as part of the universe for this 
study unless at least 75 percent of their clients had either 
a monetary restitution or community service obligation. 

IDENTIFICATION OF UNIVERSE 

A communicatio~ was sent to all criminal justice state planning 
agencies (57), all criminal justice local planning units (558) 
and all state departments of corrections (50) asking them to 
identify monetary restitution or community service projects 
within their jurisdiction which meet the following criteria 
(if in doubt they were asked to be inclusive) : 

1. Places explicit emphasis upon the use of monetary restitu
tion and/or community service as a primary focus of 
program intervention. 

2. The program is for adult offenders, either misdemeanants 
and/or felons. 
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3. The program may be at any phase in the criminal justice 
system including pre-trial, probation, incarceration 
(including w.ork release) or parole. 

4. The program is likely to have procedures: 

a. To investigate the appropriateness of restitution 
and/or community service. 

b. To prepare reports about victims and offenders to 
assist decision makers regarding the use of restitu
tion and/or community service. 

c. To monitor compliance with restitution and/or community 
service plans. 

As of December 15, 1978, returns have been received from 
61 percent (35) of the state planning agencies, 66 percent (33) 
of the state departments of correction, and 43 percent (242) 
of the local planning units. The response rat~ especially 
from the local planning- units, was disappointing; follmV'-up 
is continuing with these planning units to be sure that 
important projects have not been missed. There are several 
reasons, however, for concluding that the presently identified 
universe is appropriate to this research. First, planning 
agencies and departments of corrections in jurisdictions 
where monetary restitution and community service projects are 
located will be more sensitive to restitution and community 
service programs and more likely to return communications 
which request assistance in identifying these projects; 
conversely, jurisdictions which have not returned the form 
identifying projects are more likely to be those in which no 
projects are located. Secondly, returns have been received 
from either a state planning agency or the department of 
corrections in all but blO states; thus returns have been 
received from an organization with state-wide jurisdiction 
in nearly all states. ,Thirdly, the list of projects identified 
has been checked against lists of projects generated from 
previous research and from a computer generated list of 
LEAA funded projects. This checking revealed only a few 
omissions which were followed up. Finally, the process 
used has resulted in a list of 83 projects of sufficient 
diversity to be useful in this research. The size and 
diversity of the universe permits a sampling of projects 
which will insure a variety of characteristics in the study 
group. 

The eleven projects funded with discretionary monies as 
part of recent res,ti tution initiatives and which are par
ticipating in the national evaluation conducted by the 
Criminal Justice Research Center, Albany, New York were 
systematically excluded from this universe. This exclusion 
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was by agreement with the research staff at Albany to avoid 
unnecessary duplication of the two research effo~t~ and to 
avoid subjecting these eleven projects to an add~t~onal data 
collection expectation. 

Telephone interviews were conducted with the directors of 
identified projects to determine whether the projects to 
meet criteria for inclusion in the stu~y and to collect data 
on the following variables to be used ~n making sampling 
decisions: 

1. Sponsoring organization. 

2. curren·t year budget. 

3 . 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Does project :r.-eceive grant money,? 

Number of staff. 

Admissions in most recent 12. months for adult,male mis
demeanants, adult male felons, adult fema~e m~~demeanants, 
adult female felons, juvenile males, and Juven~le females. 

Total number intakes since program began. 

Percent of persons admitted who successfullY Gomplete 
program. 

, , used--monetary, . communi ty service, or Type rest~tut~on 
both. 

Does the program involve direct contacts between victim 
and offender? 

Do program staff routinely have contact with victims? 

Is program residential or non-residential? 

Correctional status of clients--pretrial diversion, 
probation, incarcerated including work release, parole. 

Services provided to offenders by program. 

Procedures used to determine amount of restitution or 
community service. 

Procedures used to monitor offender's compliance with 
restitution or community service plans. 

Is any research underway, planned, or completed? 

17. Willingness to continue participation in this research. 
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As of December IS, 1978, 197 telephone interviews have been 
completed. No project declined to participate in the inter
view but 58% (115) did not have an explicit focus on restitution; 
42% (82) did appear to meet this criterion. Those that did 
not meet the criterion were largely probation offices, and 
secondarily, either pretrial diversion or work release pro-
grams in which restitution or community service did not have 
an explicit focus. Typically, these programs had less than. 
50 percent of the offenders involved in their restitution or 
community service programs and these practices were generally 
reviewed as incidental to the more primary correctional pro
grams or providing probation supervision, pretrial diversion_
services, or work release. 

An examination of the data from the 82 completed interviews 
indicated a variety of patterhs regarding the mixture of mone
tary restitution and community service in the projects. Some 
projects involve all or nearly all the offenders in only monetary 
restitution, others stress· community service, some require 
clients to both make monetary restitution and do community ser
vice, and some involve some clients in monetary restitution and 
some in community service. A typology was developed which 
enabled classification of each of the projects in-to one of the 
following four types based on the pattern of monetary restitution/ 
community service! 

l. 

2 • 

3 . 

4 . 

Predominantly monetary restitution--75% or more of 
the project clients have only a monetary restitution 
obligation; . 

Predominantly community service--75% or more of the 
project clients have only community service obligations; 

Both monetary and community service--7S% or more of 
the project clients have both a monetary and a community 
service obligation. These are projects in which the 
predominant pattern is to impose both obligations on 
each client; 

Mixed monetary and community service restitution--
these projects that do not fit any of the above types. 
Generally, these are projects in which some offenders 
(but less than 75%) have just a monetary restitution 
obligation and some have just a community service 
restitution obligation but usually the same offender 
does not have both obligations. Most typically this 
includes projects in which community service is sub
stituted for monetary restitution when monetary restitu
tion is not considered appropriate. 

This typology is based solelyon the nature of the restitution 
obligation. Only monetary restitution, for example, means that 

""'" __ _.__-- " .. ____ .. ~.,._" ~: .... ::-::~ _~.=-.::;!::.:.;;;:::;:;::;::-~:::::e:::;;-:j;-~~-n=lIr."~~ ... >-~~-"'"""n., ~~ """-~'-
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no other type of restitution obligation is imposed although 
pro~ect~ do frequently impose other types of correctional 
ob17gat~~ns such as probation, counselling, and living in a 
r7s~dent~al,center. Table 1 presents the frequency distribu
t~on o~ proJect's by each of these types. Slightly fewer 
predom7nantly ~onetary restitution projects than predominantly 
cornmun~ty se7V~ce projects were identified~ much smaller numbers 
of both or m~xed types were discovered. 

----.,--- '-----

!ABLE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTS BY TYPE OF RESTITUTION 

Operating Projects Only 
!J r. 

Toeal 
Ii % 

~loneeary Reseieueion (MR) (22) 33 (28) 34 

Community Service (CS) (29) 43 (34) 41 
Boeh (MR and CS) ( 9) 13 (11) 13 
Mixed (MR or CS) ( 7) 10 ( 9) 11 

(67) 1007. (82) 100: 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The advisory board for this research project identified a 
number of variables to consider in making selection decisions 
for projects to be included in the sample. In addition 'to the 
type of restitution, these variables included residential or 
non residential nature of project, geographic region in which 
the project was located, phase of the criminal justice system, 
number of clients admitted to the project each year, adminis
trative auspices of the project, and the seriousness of offenders 
which the project serves. Data on each of these variaples was 
aggregated and is presented here by type of project for the 
operating projects. Of the 82 projects included in the data 
collection effort, 67 are currently operating, 12 are planned, 
and three were at one time operating but have terminated. 
Planned, in this sense, means that the project has a definite 
committrnent to resources and an anticipated starting time. 
The data presented in this section relates to the 67 currently 
operating projects. 

Table 2 shows distribution of the projects by residential status. 
None of the predominantly community service projects are 
residential compared to 36% of the predominantly monetary rest
itution projects. Fifty-six percent of the projects requiring 
both a monetary restitution and community service obligation 
are residential. 
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TABLE 2: DIS'l'RIBUTION OF PROJECTS 

RESIDENTLu./NON RESID.EN'l'I.AL 
BY TYPE OF RESTITUtION 

1m CS Both /I % /I % Mued 
!J " il '" % 

( 8) J6 ( 0) ( 3) 56 ( J) 43 
(14) 64 (28) 100 ( 4) 44 ( 4) 57 
(22) 100% (28) 100% ( 9) 100% ( 7) 100% 

Resi.dential 

Non ReSidential 

Table 3 shows the distribu ' 
the former LEAA geOgraPhict~on o~ the operating projects by 
32 ~ercent of the monetar are~~~~on~. Region 4 accounts for 
proJects which require ofiend ~tut~on and 44 percent of the 
restitution and community s e:s ~o engage in both monetary 
because ~f the extensive, w:fr~ce, to some ex~ent this is 
program ~n the state of Geor iadevelo~ed rest~tution shelter 
~ef~w ~onetary restitution p~og;am=e~~~ns 3

h
and ~ both account for 

n 0 the community service projects. eac reg~on has 29 per-

Region 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

l'ABLE J: D1S'l'RI13UTION OF PROJECTS 

LEA.\. GEOGRAPHIc.u. 
REGION BY TYPE RESU'!UTION 

U % 

(J) 14 

(1) 4 

(1) 4 

(7) J2 

(3) 14 

(1) 4 

(3) 14 

(1) 4 

( 0) 

(2) 9 -
(22) 100% 

CS 
/1 
,f 7-

( 0) 

( 1) 4 

( 8) 29 

( 3) 11 

( 4) 11 

( 0) -
( 4) 14 

( 0) -
( 8) 29 
( 1) 4 

(29) 100% 

Both 
,1 % 

( 0) 

( 0) 

( 1) 11 
( 4) 44 
( 0) 

( Z) 22 
( 0) 

( 1) 11 
( 1) 11 
( 0) 

( 9) 100% 

MUed 
II ? 

2) 29 

( 1) 14 
( 0) 

( 2) 29 
( 2) 29 
( 0) 

( 0) 

( 0) 

( 0) 

( 0) 

( 7) 1007. 
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'Table 4 shows the distribution of the operating projects by 
administrative auspices. There is some tendency for programs 

. involving monetary restitution to be administered by state 
departments of corrections and the programs involving predomin
antly community service ()b1igations to be administered by local 
correction agencies. State departments of corrections administer 
45 percent of the predominantly monetary restitution programs, 

56 percent of the programs that involve both monetary restitution 
and community service, and 43 percent of the mixed programs but 
only 17 percent predominantly community service projects. In 
contrast, local corrections departments administer 55 percent 
of the predominantly community service projects compared to 
only 18 peJ:'cent of the predominantly restitution projects. 
Also, eight or 28 percent of the predominantly community service 
projects are operated by private, non governmental agencies 
compa:L'ed to only one or 5 percent of the predominantly monetary 
restitution projects. 

TABLE 4: DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING PROJECTS: 

ADMINISTRATIVE AUSPICES BY mE RESTITUTION 

1M!!.: I CS: ,BO'IIt: ~MIXED: 
Stata Depart:nenc of 

C.:Jrrae cioo. (10) 43 (3) 17 (5) 56 (3) 43 

Councy or Cicy 
Correccions Agency (4) 18 (16) 5S (2) 22 (2) 29 

~ouncy or C1cy Prosecucor (4) 18 (0) - (2) 22 (2) 29 

wv ElIlorc"",ant (2) 9 (0) - (0) - (0) -

Otber Government (1) 5 (0) - (0) - (0) -

Non Government Ag .ncy (1) 5 (8) 23 . (0) - (0) -

(2i')iOO: (Z9)"iOO% (9)100% (7)'iOO% 

Ta~17 5 s~ows,the distribution of projects by phase in the 
cr~~na1 Just~ce system. The projects are concentrated at the 
prob~tio~ level with 52 percent of the predominantly monetary 
res~~tut~on a~d 71,percent of the predominantly community service 
~roJects de~l~ng w:Lth offenders who are on probation. Approx
:Lm~tely a f~fth of the monetary restitution projects deal with 
o~Ienders on pretrial diversion and nearly another fifth deal 
W:Lth offenders who are incarcerated or on work release. 

" " '" .. " 
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l'A.IItl!: 5: 
DISTRIBUTION OF OP::RATIlIG PROJECTS: 

PRAsE IN caWNAL JUStICE SYSTE:!! SY mE RE 
StITUTION 

I!R CS BOIH I % # % IfI:Wl 
PUtr1.al Diverdon 

, 
% I % (4) 19 (4) 14 (2) 22 PrObacion (3) 43 

(11) 32 (20) 71 
(5) 56 Incarceraced or 0" 1I0rk (3) 43 

Ral ..... 
(4) 19 (1) 4 

(I) 11 Parole 
(I) 14 

(1) 5 (0) _ 
(0) _ Ocher (0) _ 

(1) s (J) II 
(1) 11 

(0) -
(21)100:; (28)100%' 

(9)100:; 
( 7)100% 

Table 6 indicates the 
predominantl c . percent of intakes wh 
serious offeKde~:nun~ty service p:r;ojects te~d:~e felons. The 
Ninety-two percent ~;nt£he predo~inant1y restitu~fo~erve.1ess 
than 25 percent of . e.commun~ty service r . proJects. 
10 percent of th the~r :Lntakes Who are f IP oJects have less 
48 percent of e monetary restitution ro 7 ons compared to 
percent of thei~ei~~n~tary restitution ~ro3:~~=·h ConVersely, 

of the community ser~i~: ;;og:;~~~ compared to onf;ef~~;rp~.~cent 

TABU: 6: 
DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING PROJECTS: 

PERCENT OF IN'!!KZ WHO ARE 
• FELONS BY mE RESTITUTION 

~!R CS 11 7. il '" 
BOTE: 

MI.1DJ ,. if ;{ il 74 • 100% 
% (10) 48 ( 1) 4 ( 0) 50 .. , 74% 

( J) ( 5) 71 14 ( 0) . ( 7) 25 • 49% 100 ( 0) ( 6) 29 ( 1) 4 ( 0) o . 24% ( 0) 0 ( 2) 10 (24) 92 ( 0) ( 2) 29 
(21) 100% (26) 100% ( i) 100% ( 7) 100% 

1 
! I 
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Table 7 shows the n~,ber of intakes ,for th: most recent 12 month 
eriod of time. The community serv~ce proJects tend,to hav: a 

~reater number of intakes than the monetary ~estitut,l.O~ proJects. 
Sixty-three percent of community service proJects had 7ntakes, d 
exceeding 250 offenders during a recent twe~ve ~onth t~me per~o 
compared to 24 percent of the monetary rest~tut~on proJects. 

TABU 7: OIS'IllI13UTION OF OPEBA!L.,{G !'ROJECTS: 

MUMBER OF L.'rl'.AiCES PElt 1ruB. BY '!YI'E RES!I'!U'!ION 

ME. CS BOTH !1I:f.ED 

II :::: h' :: I; :::: /; % 

< 25 ( 3) L4 ( 1) 4 ( 0) ( 1) 14 

25 - 49 ( 2) La ( 2) 7 ( 0) ( 0) 

( 2) LO ( 1) 4 ( 4) 57 ( 1) 14 
50 - 99 

( 9) 43 ( 6) 22 ( 3) 43 ( 4) 57 
100 - 250 

, ., 250 ( 5) 24 (17) 63 ( 0) ( L) 14 

(21) 100% (27) 100% ( 7) 1 oar. ( 7) 100% 

These preliminary findings suggest that moneta~y restitution 
projects tend to be more heavily concentr~ted ~n,~he south- be 
eastern states whereas the community serv~c7 proJect~ tend to 
a little more heavily concentrated in the ml.d-Atlant~c states h 
(Region 3) and in Region 9 (especially California). None Ofh~ ~ 
community service projects were residential whereas over a ~ ~r , 
of the predominantly monetary restitution proje7ts were :e~~dent7al. 
State departments of corrections are the most ll.kely adrn~n~st:at~ve 
auspices for monetary restitution program~ with l~cal correct~ons 
agencies most likely to administer communl.ty se~~ce p7o~rams., 
Private non governmental agencies are involved ~n adm~n~strat~on 
of over' a four·th of the community service programs. T~e pre
dominantly community service programs tend to be much,_ar~er 
, +errns of numbers of intakes than the monetary restl.tutl.on 
~~ograms but also tend to serve fewer felons. To a large exte~1tt 
the communH:.y service programs identifie~ were used as alter
natives to fines or jail sentences for ml.sdemeanant offenders. 

:' / 
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SELECTION CRITERIA 

The primary selection criteria was that the project must place 
an explicit emphasis on the use of monetary restitution and/or 
community service with adult offenders; this was operationalized 
to mean that 75 percent or more of the project's clients must 
have a monetary restitution and/or community service obligation. 
Additionally, the projects were expected to have reasonably 
systematic procedures for implementing the restitution or 
community service requirements. Fifty-eight percent (llS of 197) 
of the projects identified were found, on the basis of screening 
telephone interviews, not-to meet the criteria of placing an 
explicit emphasis upon the monetary restitution or community 
service obligation; these were generally probation agencies and, 
to a lesser extent, pretrial diversion or work release programs 
in which some offenders (sometimes as high as 40 - 50%) may 
have had a restitution or community service obligation but these 
practices did not constitute a major part of the agencys' services. 
In view of the large number of probation agencies which were 
identified by state planning and local planning units as being 
restitution projects, however, study of the implementation of 
restitution or community service programming within the context 
of a probation agency where the restitution or community service 
programming may not be a central component of the total service 
package would be useful. A recommendation to expand the focus 
of this research and include a few such programs will be made. 

Sixty-seven currently operating programs were identified which 
met the primary criteria; six of these indicated an inability 
to be considered for further involvement in the research leaving 
a potential pool of 61 projects for the research. An additional 
eleven planned programs with a definite funding commitment and 
starting date were also identified. Excluded from these figures 
are the eleven projects funded with discretionary monies and 
involved in the national evaluation effort of the Criminal Jus
tice Research Center, Albany, ~ew York. Obviously this group 
must be narrowed to a workable sample size. A sample of 
from 20 - 34 had been originally proposed; the Advisory Board 
of this research recommended that the sample be at the lower 
end of this range and, further I suggested that s·tate systems 
which may constitute projects operating at several sites but 
under a single administration be considered as one project. 
These suggestions of the Advisory Board are being followed; 
twenty projects are being recommended including three state 
syst~s:._ 

Two principals should be applied to narrow the list to a 
sample of twenty projects. First, community service sentencing 
should be given somewhat greater emphasis than monetary restitution. 
While there is certainly need for a clearer understanding of how 
both of these programs are operationalized, at the present time 
there is a somewhat greater interest in community service sentenc
ing. Therefore, an arbitrary decision was made to include projects 
with community service components for at least 60 percent of the 
sample. Secondly, a diverse sample is needed to gain an under
standing of how monetary restitution and community service operate 
under various conditions and in various settings. The sampling 
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should be mace to reflect diversity within the sample 
along with the following dimensions: 

1. Administrative auspices. The sample should include 
projects administered by criminal justice agencies 
as well as projects which are administered by 
non-criminal justice agencies. Further, projects 
administered by criminal justice agencies should 
include those-administered by a variety of different 
types of criminal justice agencies such as state 
departments of corrections, local corrections 
agencies, law enforcement, and prosecutors. 

2. The projects selected should come from all parts of 
the country and avoid an undue concentration from 
any geographic area. Additionally, projects from 
both urban and rural areas should be included. 

3. Residential/non 'residential. The sample should 
include projects which are residential in nature as 
well as those which are non residential. 

4. Phase in criminal justice system. The sample should 
include projects serving clients in' each phase of the 
criminal justice system including pretrial diversion, 
probation, incarceration/work release, and parole. 

In addition to efforts to secure diversity,and balance within 
the sample along the above four dimensions, other characteristics 
are also desired; efforts should be made to give prefere,nce to 
projects whic':1 manifest the following five desired conditions 
so long as sample diversity can also be maintained. The five 
desired conditions are: 

1. A high percentage of felons in the population served; 
whenever possible, preference should be given to projects 
which deal with comparatively more serious offenders. 

2. Large annual intakes; preference should be given to 
projects which served a higher number of offenders. 

3. Victim-offender involvement. Because of the increasing 
interest in ~ictim rights and increased victim involve
ment in the criminal justice ,system, whenever possible 
preference should be given to projects that in some way 
bring offenders and victims together. 

4. Projects in which project staff performed both the 
functions of determining the amount of monetary restit
ution or community service and monitoring the offender's 
compliance with this requirement are preferred, when
ever possible, over those that performed only one of 
these functions. 
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s. ,Relative importance of monetary restitution 'or 
community service. Many projects providea services 
in addition to the monetary restitution or community 
service; whenever possible, preference should be given to 
projects which either provide only these l;;ervices 
or, if they provide multiple services, rated the 
monetary restitution/community service as either equal 
to or more important than the other services provided. 

In summary, the sample selection process should involve the 
following steps: 

1. Determination that identified projects met the criteria 
of placing an explicit emphasis upon monetary restit
ution and/or community service for adult offenders. 

2. Preliminary determination of the willingness of the 
project to be further involved in the research. 

3. From within this pool, selecting a recommended sample 
to accomplish the following goals (in order of priority) : 

3.1 To secure a sample in which at least 60 percent 
of the projects are involved in community service 
sentencing . 

3.2 To insure a reasonably diverse sample on the 
follow~ng dimensions: 

a. Administrative auspices 

b. Geographic distribution 

c. Residential/non residential 

d. Place in the criminal justice system 

3.3 Whenever possible, to give preference to the follow
ing characteristics: 

a. A high percentage of felons served by the 
project 

b. Larger projects as indicated by higher intakes 

c. Projects with victim/offender involvement 

d. Projects which perform both the functions of 
determining the restitution/community 
service amount and monitoring the offender's 
compliance with these requirements 

e. Projects which place a higher relative import
ance on monetary restitution and/or community 
service compared to the other services they 
provide. 

.. 
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SELECTION CRITERIA 

The primary selection criteria was that the project must place 
an explicit emphasis on the use of monetary restitution and/or 
community service with adult offenders; this was operationalized 
to mean that 75 percent or more of the project's clients must 
have a monetary restitution and/or community service obligation. 
Additionally; the projects were expected to have reasonably 
~ystematic procedures for implementing the restitution or 
community service requirements. Fifty-eight percent (115 of 197) 
of the projects identified were found, on the basis of screening 
telephone interviews, not to meet the criteria of placing an 
explicit emphasis upon the monetary restitution or community 
service obligation; these were generally probation agencies and, 
to a lesser extent, pretrial diversion or work release programs 
in which some offenders (sometimes as high as 40 - 50%) may 
have had a restitution or community service obligation but these 
practices did not constitute a major part of the agencys' services. 
In view of the large number of probation agencies which were 
identified by state planning and local planning units as being 
restitution projects, however, study of the implementation of 
rest~tution or community service programming within the context 
oL.a probation agency where the restitution or community service 
programming may not be a central component of the total service 
package would be useful. A recommendation to expand the focus 
of this research and include a few such programs will be made. 

Sixty-seven currently operating programs were identified which 
met the primary criteria; six of these indicated an inability 
to be considered for further involvement in the research leaving 
a potential pool of 61 projects for the research. An additional 
eleven planned programs with a definite funding commitment and 
starting date were also identified. Excluded from these figures 
are the eleven projects funded with discretionary monies and 
involved in the national evaluation effort of the Criminal Jus
tice Research Center, Albany, New York. Obviously this group 
must be narrowed to a workable sample size. A sample of 
from 20 - 34 had been originally proposed; the Advisory Board 
of this research recommended that the sample be at the lower 
end of this range and, further, suggested that state systems 
which may constitute projects operating at several sites but 
under a single administration be considered as one project. 
These suggestions of the Advisory Board are being fOllowed; 
twenty projects are being recommended including three state 
systems. 

Two principals were applied to narrow the list to a recommended 
sample of twenty projects. First, community service sentencing 
is to be given somewhat greater emphasis than monetary restitution. 
While there is certainly need for a clearer understanding of how 
both of these programs are operationalized, at the present time 
there is a s.omewhat greater interest in community service sentenc
ing. Therefore! an arbitrary decision was made to include projects 
with community service components for at least 60 percent of the 
sample. Secondly, a diverse sample is needed to gain an under
standing of how monetary restitution and community service operate 
under various conditions and in various settings. The sampling 

. . , 
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recommendations are made to reflect diversity within the 
sample along with the following dimensions: 

.: 

1. Administrative auspices. The sample should include 
projects administered by criminal justice agencies 
as well as projects which are administered by 
non-criminal justice agencies. Further, projects 
administered by criminal justice agencies should 
include those administered by a variety of different 
types of criminal justice agencies such as state 
departments of corrections, local corrections 
agencies, law enforcement, and prosecutors. 

2. The projects selected should come from all parts of 
the country and avoid an undue concentration from 
any geographic area. Additionally, projects from 
both urban and rural areas should be included. 

- 3. Residential/non residential. The sample should 
include projects which are residential in nature as 
well as those which are non residential. 

4. Phase in criminal justice system. The sample should 
include projects serving clients in each phase of the 
criminal justice system including pretrial diversion, 
probation, incarceration/work release, and parole. 

In addition to efforts to secure diversity and balance within 
the sample along the above four dimensions, other characteristics 
were also desired; efforts were made to give preference to 
projects which manifested the following five desired conditions 
so long as sample diversity could also be maintained. The five 
desired conditions are: 

1. A high percentage of felons in the population served; 
whenever possible, preference was given to projects 
that dealt with the comparatively more serious offenders. 

2. Large annual intakes; preference was given to projects 
that served a higher number of offenders. 

3. Victim-offender involvement. Because of the increasing 
interest in victim rights and increased victim involve
ment in the criminal justice system, whenever possible 
preference was given to projects that in some way 
reported bringing offenders and victims together. 

4. Projects in which project staff performed both the 
functions of determining the amount of monetary restit
ution or community service and monitoring the offender's 
compliance with this requirement were preferred, when
ever possible, over those that performed only, one of 
these functions. 
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5. Relative importance of monetary restitution 'or 
community service. Many projects provided services 
in addition to the monetary restitution or community 
service; whenever possible, preference was given to 
projects which either provided only these services 
or, ~f they provided multiple services, rated the 
monetary restitution/communi~y service a 7 either 7qual 
to or more i~portant than the other serV1ces prov1ded •. 

In summary, the sample selection process involved ,the following 
steps: 

1. Determination that identified projects met the criteria 
of placing an explicit emphasis upon monetary. restit
ution and/or community service for adult offenders. 

2. 

3. 

Preliminary determination of the willingness of the 
project to be further involved in the research. 

From within this pool, selecting a recommended sample 
to accomplish the following goals (in order of priority) 

3.1 To'secure a sample in which at least 60 percent 
of the projects are involved in comnunity service 
sentencing. 

3.2 To insure a reasonably diverse sample on the 
following dimensions: 

a. 'Administrative auspices 

b. Geographic distribution 

c. Residential/non residential 

d. Place in the criminal justice system 

3.3 Whenever possible, to give preference to the follow
ing characteristics: 

a. A high percentage of felons served by the 
project 

b. Larger projects as indicated by higher intakes 

c. Projects with victim/offender involvement 

d. Projects which perform both the functions of 
determining the restitutional/community 
service amount and monitoring the offender's 
compliance with these requirements 

e. Projects which place a higher relative import
ance on monetary restitution and/or community 
service compared to the other services they 
provide. 
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Originally a typology of eight types of projects was anticipated 
derived from the variables of monetary restitution/community 
service, residential/non residential, under criminal justice 
system administration/ot,her administrative auspices. Additionally, 
projects that involved both monetary restitution and community 
service, and.mix monetary restitution or community service 
were discovered as well as those that are predominantly monetary 
restitution or predominantly community service. This results in 
a possible 16 types; table 8 shows the distribution of the .61 
currently operating community service/monetary res.ti tution 
projects which were willing to get further involved in this 
research among these 16 possible types. A list of projects by 
type is included in the appendix along with data regarding 
administrative auspices, phase in criminal justice system, and 
each of the five desired conditions. 
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TABLE 8: DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING PROJECTS 

ON RESTITUTION TYPE, RESIDENTIAL/NON RESIDENTIAL, 

ADMINISTRATIVE AUSPICES TYPOLOGY 

Restitution Residential/ Administrative 
T:t:Ee Non Residential Austlices 

Predominantly monetary Residential CJS 

Predominantly mone~ary" Residential Non CJS 

Predominantly monetary Non Residential CJS 

~r;edominantly monetary Non Residential Non CJS 

Predom~nantly community 
servl.ce 

Residential CJS 

predominantly community R~sidential Non CJS service 

Predominantly community Non Residential CJS service 

predominantly 
service 

community Non Residential Non CJS 

Both Residential CJS 

Both Residential Non CJS 

Both Non Residential CJS 

Both Non Residential Non CJS 

Mixed" Residential CJS 

Mixed Residential NO~l CJS 

Mixed Non Residential CJS 

Mixed Non Residential Non CJS 

.:' TOTAL 

Number 
Projects of 
This Tvoe 

(6) 10% 

(0) 

(12 ) 20 % 

(2) 3% 

(0) -

(1) 2% 

(17) 28 % 

(7) 11% 

(5) 8% 

(0) -
(4) H 

(0) -
(3) 5% 

(0) -
(4 ) 7% 

(0) -
(61) 100% 
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APPENDIX 

IDENTIFIED OPERATING PROJECTS 

This list identifies 62 operating projects which were identified as of 
December 15 1978 and which were either willing or undecided about 
further participat~on in this research. Data is li~ted for variables 
used in making recommendation for the sample for th~s s~udy: Type 
MR/CS refers ·to the following typology of monetary rest~tut~on and 
community service: 

Number 

Restitution Residential/ Administrative Projects 

Type Non Residential Auspices This Type 

1= Predominantly monetary Residential CJS ( 6) 10% 

2= Predominantly monetary Residential Non CJS (0 ) -

3= Predominantly monetary Non Residential CJS (12 ) 20% 

4= Predominantly monetary Non Residential Non CJS (2) 3% 

5= Predominantly community Residential CJ.S (0) -
service 

6= Predominantly community Residential Non CJS (1) 2% 

service 

7= Predominantly community Non Residential CJS (17) 28 % 

service 

8= Predominantly community Non Residential Non CJS (7) 11% 

service 

9= Both Residential CJS (5) 8% 

10= Both Residential Non CJS (0 ) 

11= Both Non Residential CJS (4 ) 7% 

12= Both Non Residentiai Non CJS (0) -

13= Mixed Residential CJS (3) 5% 

14= Mixed Residential Non CJS (0) -

15= Mixed Non Residential CJS ( 4) 7% 

16= Mixed Non Residential Non CJS ( 0) -

of 

.,. TOTAL (61) 100% 
" 

:; I 
.. ' 

" 

Phase in criminal justice system refers to the correctional status 
(pretrial diversion, probation, incarceration/work release, or 
parole) of the majority of the project clients. Some projects had 
clients of more than one correctional status; in all projects, how
ever, one correctional status accounted for the majority of all 
clients. Typically all project offenders were from one correctional 
status. 

The relative importance of monetary restitution or community ser
vice compared to other services provided by the proj ect.1Nas coded as 
follows: 

Only = The project does not provide other services. 

More = Staff perceive restitution/community service 
as more important than the other services. 

Equal = Staff perceive restitution/community service 
as if equal importance to the other services. 

Less = Staff perceive restitution/community service 
as less important than the other services. 
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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF ADULT RESTITUTION PROGRAMS 

List of 61 Operating Projects IdentHied as of l2/l5/7f3 'and "W:I,lling" or 
"Undecided" Regarding Further Involvement in the Research. 

Project Name 
Type State Proj Admin. Phase in Vic-Off. 

1/ Auspices CJS Contacts 

I . -- .--. .. 
"-~-- . 

, 

\ 

DESIRED CONDITIONS 

Functions: Relative 
- Importance Percent f.nnual 

Deier- Monitor HR/CS Felons Intake m ne Compliance Amount . 
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2. 

DESIRED CONDITIONS 
, -

Type 
Functions: Relative 

S ta t,e Project Proj Admin. Phase in Vic-Off • Importance Percent, AntllHi':1 
" 

" 

Name II Auspices CJS Contacts Deier- Monitor MR/CS 

I 
Felons Intuk,' m ne Compliance Amount 

3 HN Property Offenders 2504 State Dept. Parole No Yes Yes More 100% 100 
Restitution Program of Correct. 

3' NC Restitution 3501 State Dept. Probation No Yes Yes More 34% 4000 
Officers of Correct. .. 

•• !, 

3 OK Restitution State Dept. 
Accounting 3801 of Correct. Probation No No Yes Only 100% 889 
Program 

; :. 

3 PA Delaware County 4009 County No Yes Yes 
Victim Restitution Prosecutor 

3 RI Warwick Police 4202 Police Dept. Probation No Yes Yes More 6% 134 
Department 

3 RI Central Registry 4303 Supreme Ct. Probation No No Yes More 50% 1200 

3 SD Seventh Circuit 4402 Circuit Ct. Diversion No Yes Yes Only 9% 218 
Court Services 

3 WA Victim Assistance 5108 Co. Prosecu- Probation No Yes No More 83% 2401 
Unit tor ---_ .. -.. 

4 NY Restitution 3405 City School Diversion No No Yes Less 100% 24 Consortium Board 

4 WI Financial Debt 5301 Private Probation Yes No Yes Equal 50% 125 \ Counselling Service Non-Profit " 
" 

Agency 
, -, 

1 

t" ---- CA '--' -- .. I 1 7 Court Referral 0501 County Cor- Probation No No Yes Only 10% 427l fI Volunteer Bureau rections fJ 
Ageney !J 

~ 7 CA Marin Co. Volunteer County Cor-
Work Program 0504 rections Probation No No Yes Only 

Ii 
" Agency 

-, ~ , .' 7 CA Volunteers in ;'. 
" 0509 County 

Probation Services Corrections Probation No No Yes. Oniy 20% 1500 \ 

\ . Agency ~ \ 
, w ,-- :-'::'':::~:;::':::'"':';::'::::::::::':::''-;''':~:'::::=::::-:;'::::-.,,::::=:'::;::~,,::::-:~-::'':::-:-:'''::::::::::::,:: .. ):':::,:::",,-_:'~" ..:..''7:~ ::::::::::"-::-':::':'~:-::::::-::-.;'--":"'-::;::::';::-:;::"~-=:-"':7':::~:~'::::":':::':':;::;;::-::-;:'.,;;;:;,,:;-.-:,::::,_,..:, ,_:~ ::::. ,:~:::-_ --:'; :A~.:·.::~.'~="'::':·~:-':-':":.:,,-::,,~:;,,:,:;::,:::" ~.-::_ ~. ';.~':,,~::~,;:::- .:;::::-~::: '::-:';:;:,~:;:".-:::;::'; "':;'_-:'::"+"--"::"~~:';O"';':~'~"-:' :'J':.-;:-'~~ -."-'-....,-.~7""_-:.."...,,-"""" • ....,.~-- ... -"- . • "-'~-".-r--:", 
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3. 

DESIRED CONDITIONS ' , .. 

Proj I Functions! Relative 
Admin. Phase in Vic-Off. Importance Percent Annual' 

Type State Project 
Derer- I Monitor MR/CS Felons Intake Name '/I Auspices CJS Contacts m ne . 
Amount 

Compliance . , 
; ._-_.-

7 CA Project 20. 0512 City Cor- Probation No No Yes Only 5% 2186 
rections 
Agency 

" 

7 CA Alternative 0515 Court Probation No No Yes Only 
""'''!'~' . 

: 8% 1200 
Sentencing Program 

7 DE Bureau of Adult 0802 State Dept. Probation Yes No Yes Only 19% 1554 
Corrections of Correct. 

. " 
7 HI Alternative Commun- 1301 State Judici-Probation No No Yes Only 4% 504 

ity Service Prograr,n ary 

7 IN Work Program 1601 City Correc- No No Yes Only 0 147 
tion Agency 

~ 7 IA Community Services 1701. County Cor- Deferred No No Yes More 0 600 
Sentenciqg Program rections Sentencing 

Agency 

7 MD Baltimore Co. Volun- 2202 LEAA Cooroi ... Probation 
0 

No No Yes Only 0 350 
teer Community Ser-' nating Council 
vice Program 

; 7 MD . (A)prin'ce George's Co. 2203 State Dept. of Probation No No Yes Only 0 2750 
:1 Parks Program Corrections 
;i 
\J 

;! . . \ 

\ 7 MD Public Service Work 2503 Sta te Dept. Probation No No Yes Only 0 750 
Program of Correct. 

& Co. Execu-
tives 

7 MD Alternative 2209 County Cor- Diversion No Yes Yes Only 0 900 
Community Services rections 

Agency ... ;,. 

7 MN Dodge-Filmore- 2502 3 County Probation Yes No Yes More ? 
Olmsted Community Corrections 
Corrections Agencies 

·~~::--_~7 "'"l::'"<::C~"""""~' • ", .. "-.'t'".,_,, .·_" __ .'w~ __ .. ' ~-~_"'"'~""'''~~~·m...".......' -
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Type State Project Proj Admin. Phase in 
Name /I Auspices CJS 

---of----4 . 
7 MO \ Alternative Comm- 2701 County Cor- Continuance 

rections 

7 OH 

7 TN 

8 CA 

8 CA 

8 CA 

8 FL 

8 IN 

8 ICY 

8 

9 FL 

9, FL 

unity Services 
Program 

Alternatives 
Project 

Alternative 
Service 

Community Options 

Court Referral 
Program 

Court Referral 
Program 

Court Referral 
Program 

Porter County 
PacQ Project 

Court Referral 
Program 

Agency 

3702 City Cor- Probation 
rections 
Agency 

4504 City Corr- Probation 
ections 
Agency 

0502 Private Non- Probation 
Profit Agency 

0503 Non-Profit Probation 
Agency 

0516 Private Non- Probation 
Profit Agency 

1001 Private Non- Probation 
Profit Agency 

1604 Private Non- Probation 
Profit Agency 

1903 Non-Profit 
Corporation, 

Probation 

Rockland County 3404 County Gov't. Diversion 
Youth Counsel Bureau 

Ft. Lauderdale 1015 State Dept. Probation 
Probation and Rest- of Correct. 
itution Center 

St. Petersburg 
Probation and 
Restitution Center 

1018 State Dept. 
of Correct. 

Probation 

Vic-Off. 
Contacts 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

, 

Ii. 

DESIRED CONDITIONS~ . 

Functions: Re1ai:iv~ 
Importanc'e Percent Ann 

-, .. ~:~ 

Deter- I Monitor MR/CS Felons Int-m ne 
Am Compliance ount 

. , 

Yes Yes Only o 600 

No Yes Equal o 28 

No Yes Equal o 900 

No Yes More 17% 28 

No Yes Only 3% 1436 

No ' Yes Only 5% 173 

No Yes Only o 500 

No Yes More o 250 

No Yes t-lore \ 

Yes Yes More o 450 

No Yes Hore 100% 60 

No Yes Equal 100% 150 
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Type State Project Proj Admin. Phase in Vic-Off. 
Name II Auspices CJS Contacts 

DESIRED CONDITIONS 

Funetions: Relative 
Importance 

Deier- I Monitor MR/CS m ne Am Compliance ount 

Percent Annu 
Felons Inta 

- -
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6. 

Type State 

15 MN 

15 NJ 

15 RI 

Project 
Name 

Winona Program 

Pre-Trial Inter
ven,tion Program 

Treatment Alterna
tives Coordinating 
Center (TAAG) 

-~------ ----

Proj Admin. Phase in Vic-Off. 
II Auspices CJS Contacts 

2503 County Corr- Probation Yes 
ections Agency 

3202 Court Admin- Diversion No 
istrator 

4204 State Prose- Diversion Yes 
cutor 

DESIRED CONDITIONS 

Functions: Relative 
Importance 

Defer- I Monitor MR/CS m ne Compliance Amount 

Yes Yes Equal 

Yes Yes Equal 

Yes Yes 

. 

.. . . . 

Percent Annual 
Felons Intah· 

0 300 ': 

100% 106 

100% 99 

c· 

~, 
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